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ABINGDON
A brilliant linen look weave
with an extensive colour line
delivering a wide choice from
dark graphite and vibrant
reds and oranges to a more
elegant neutral palette.
PF50409/615
Available in 25 colours

FERNSHAW
A lovely linen look, multi
tonal weave, its long colour
line ranging from soft pastels
and neutrals to rich reds and
deep blues.
PF50410/970
Available in 25 colours

Baker Lifestyle has produced an extensive array of

superb performance fabrics ranging from space dyed

multi-tonal weaves and robust plains to fashionable

faux leathers and soft velvets.  Incredibly versatile

and very well priced, their long colour lines deliver a

fantastically wide choice – from vibrant brights to

more muted, elegant neutrals.

These multi-purpose, washable fabrics with

extraordinary durability are both stylish and modern,

perfect when used alone or working in harmony with

our other collections and are ideal for both domestic

and contract use.

NOTEBOOKS

Front cover Sofa: Abingdon; Cushions: Abingdon, Kinnerton; Chairs: Milborne; Curtains: Kelso; Rug: Kamu
Back cover Ottoman: Maddox; Fabrics (from bottom): Lansdowne, Fernshaw, Milborne, Lansdowne, Kinnerton, Milborne, Abingdon, Milborne



KELSO
A superb wide width semi
sheer, with a colour palette
ranging from classic White,
Ivory and Cream to the more
innovative Raspberry, Ochre
and Delft Blue. In a great
linen and polyester mix,
KELSO is perfect for elegant
curtains in both residential
and commercial environments. 
PV1005/640
Available in 27 colours

KINNERTON
An extremely pretty tweed
weave with twenty four
colourways in a very
contemporary tonal palette
ranging from a gorgeous
crimson and bright teal to
soft greys and pinks. 
PF50414/935
Available in 24 colours

LANSDOWNE
A fantastic textural weave,
with an exceptional colour
line ranging from neutrals
and naturals to exciting
brights, LANSDOWNE is stylish,
modern and very versatile.
PF50413/664
Available in 29 colours

LEXHAM
A smart, sophisticated leather
look fabric with a naturalistic
grain and supple hand.  It is
extremely hard wearing and
washable with an up to the
minute colour line, making it
ideal for both contract and
domestic use.
PF50412/618
Available in 27 colours

MADDOX
A lovely faux suede with a
soft and luxurious feel in a
stunning range of colourways
from sophisticated naturals
to deeper, richer shades
with the addition of some
unexpected and exciting
brights.
PF50415/664
Available in 49 colours

MILBORNE
A glamorous, sumptuous velvet,
offered in thirty stunning
colours ranging from rich
jewel like hues to camel, cream
and ivory.  Its extraordinary
durability together with its
washability makes this
beautiful fabric ideal for a
huge variety of interior uses. 
PF50411/970
Available in 30 colours

COLLECTION AT A GLANCE
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